no titles

Design is what keeps architecture from slipping into a
cloud of heterogeneity. It delineates the fluctuating borders
of architecture’s disciplinarity and expertise. So when
architects engage topics that are seemingly outside of
architecture’s historically-defined scope - questions of
economics or civic politics, for example - they don’t engage
those topics as experts on economics or civic politics, but
rather, as experts on design and how design may affect
economic or politics.
Robert Somol and Sarah Whiting
Notes Around the Doppler Effect and Other Moods of
Modernism
Perspecta, Vol. 33, Mining Autonomy (2002)
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GroundLAB
Just as a business incubator supports the development
of entrepreneurial companies, GroundLAB re-imagines
standard practice by acting as a platform that cultivates
innovative design teams. GroundLAB connects design
teams to outside practitioners, political leaders and
each other to support provocative spatial proposals that
simultaneously transform the built environment and its
political context.
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NO TITLES promotes architecture as revolution.
It is at once a political campaign, innovative design methodology, and criticism of the
architectural profession. Teams are asked to design illegal architectural proposals by rewriting or
removing an existing law and materializing its effects in an existing context.

The architecture profession lacks the agency needed to create
lasting change for cities, suburbs and rural communities alike.
Its ineffectiveness has been attributed to both the profession’s
reduced legal responsibilities and the separation between theory
and practice. From Jonathan Hill’s argument on the dissimilarity
between architects and the institution of architecture1, Robert
Somol and Sarah Whiting’s call for projective architecture2,
or Elizaebth Diller’s recent declaration that “Architecture is a
technology that has not yet discovered its agency,”3 it is clear
that architecture fails to establish its professional ground. A
developer’s personal profits, client’s political interests, and
institution’s building codes dictate the form, materiality, and
scope of an architect’s spatial construction. As a result, architects
attempt to pursue their own motivations in the guise of satisfying
each invested party. Instead of maneuvering an autonomous
agenda through these conflicting motivations, architects,
planners, and civic leaders need to rethink their isolated work.
Progressive action will require a break from expected practice.
There is no clear path for this genre-breaking professional. Le
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Corbusier famously labeled himself a Belletrist (‘Man of Letters’
or ‘Man of Ideas’) in his passport to describe his complex
professional motivations. He had no title and practiced by writing
articles detailing an aesthetic canon alongside social principles,
designing structural systems that imagined new architectural
forms, and rethinking preservationist agendas within provocative
urban plans from Bogota, Colombia to Paris, France.
Other architects have also necessarily broken their professional
labels. Walter Gropius founded the Bauhaus to forge an
encompassing practice of design while Rem Koolhaas utilizes
research, marketing, academic discourse and building design
to extend a dialogue focused on city-making. But to limit our
examples to those educated as architects is to miss the point.
Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann and Robert Moses are
exceptional examples alongside successful developers, ruling
authorities and public officials who have used design to realize
greater visions. Haussman’s redesign of Paris and Moses’ parks
and infrastructure projects for New York City instituted new
architecture and came to define their respective cities far into
the future. Unfortunately, these projects are also known for
the palpable expressions of inequality they engendered. Such
massive transformations required considerable political authority
to bypass existing restrictions, laws, and codes.
Incredibly ambitious architects achieve feats at the extraordinary,
albeit smaller building scale. The programmatic clarity and
generous public space defining the Smithson’s Economist
Building, Mies van der Rohe’s Seagram Building, and Rem
Koolhaas’ Casa de Musica have greatly influenced their diverse
contexts. Each transforms the surrounding fabric from within
the site’s boundaries, acting with a refined precision and respect
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for the existing context not found in Haussman or Moses’ design
work. However, it is impossible to argue that the urban cut in the
Economist Building, generous setback of the Seagram Building,
and activated hardscape surrounding the Casa de Musica have as
comparable an impact as Hausmann’s urban incisions or Moses’
sprawling park network.
Civic officials define our spatial context. They write the laws
and hold the political influence that shape architectural and
civic space within cities, towns, and villages. Without agency,
architects and planners accept codes and restrictions that often
perpetuate formal systems incongruent with contemporary spatial
needs. Instead of relying on the isolated practice of an architect,
planner, or civic official, action will require an innovative break
from traditional practice. The NO TITLES campaign proposes
just that.

1. Hill, Jonathan. The Illegal Architect. London: Black Dog Pub., 1998. Print.
2. Somol, Robert, and Sarah Whiting. "Notes around the Doppler Effect and
Other Moods of Modernism." Perspecta 33 (2002): 72-77. Print.
3. Diller, Elizabeth. “Architecture Is a Technology That Has Not Yet Discovered
Its Agency.” Log 28 (2013): 21-26. Print.
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USER SUBJECT

SOCIAL MEDIA

GroundLAB seeks design activists to address local

Social media has great influence on the impact and

issues that resonate globally. Citizens in countries

success of public projects and political campaigns.

around the world have recently demonstrated,

It has played a critical role from the Arab Spring

organized, and protested in defense of responsible

to the United States Presidential election to the

public projects. Turkish citizens rallied to defend

recent funding of +Pool. Similarly, the NO TITLES

Taksim Square, leading to a political revolution in

campaign will benefit from public feedback during

Istanbul. Cambodians have protested against the

the development of each team’s proposals and after

government’s plan to develop Boeung Kak Lake

final submission. Phase 2 teams will be required to

without issuing fair compensation for property

incorporate their own social media outlet during their

or planning for public space. Squatters in Kabul

proposal’s development to encourage public support,

retaliated after the government promised to develop

respond to feedback, and inform their own design

land they’ve occupied for generations. These

proposals. GroundLAB will host a continued feed and

recent international events alongside the successful

all outlets will be linked at www.NOTITLES.org.

gathering of thousands of citizens in public plazas in
support of Occupy Wall Street and demonstrations
in opposition to the Stuttgart 21 rail development,
illustrate the need for a stronger interdisciplinary
function between architecture and public policy.
Within the United States, an active design culture has
attempted to transform communities through design
projects such as the Make it Right Foundation’s
New Orleans housing proposals after Hurricane
Katrina or the MoMA’s Foreclosed design charrette
and exhibition after the subprime mortgage crisis.
While designers worked on creative design solutions,
community activists and politicians fought to change
policy that could prevent the same catastrophes
from occurring again. GroundLAB believes these
separate efforts should be a single project. The NO
TITLES campaign seeks to promote new types of
professionals armed with the resources to affect both
law and space.
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LAWS & CODES
A team’s choice for the law or code they address
may include but is not limited to: tax codes as they
promote certain types of rural industry or ways
of dividing land, building codes such as egress
requirements, curb cuts, and window dimensions,
zoning codes that define invisible building
envelopes, urban policy that dictates the parameters
of community parks, state law that requires
different professional requirements for an elected
commissioner, etc. Keep in mind that the code or law
chosen must have spatial implications reflected in the
team’s design proposal.

SCALE
Proposals can be from any context: cities, suburbs,
small towns, or rural contexts. The design proposal
must be satisfactorily scaled to address the scope of
the team’s rewritten code, policy, or law within the
relevant context. An isolated detailed intervention
may be designed if the team is able to demonstrate its
application when deployed across a greater context.
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SCHEDULE & DELIVERABLES

FORMAT

PHASE 1:

PHASE 1:

Phase 1 Submission Deadline: November 5th 2013

All entries shall be uploaded as 8.5 x 11 pdf

Entrants apply to join the NO TITLES campaign.

documents. No more than 5 pages.

Each team submission may be a maximum of five
single sided 8.5x11 pages that include:

PHASE 2:

- Individual team member biographies

A specific document template will be given to all

- Group name and project mission

Phase 2 design teams. The final submission will

- An explanation of the code or law they intend to

include:

create, revise, or remove.

- A NO TITLES document proposal in 8.5x11 format

- An explanation describing the politician, diplomat,

prepared for the project’s intended party.

organization, institution, or other party they intend to

- (2) A1 boards in pdf format for display at the NO

address in regards to their proposal.

TITLES Campaign Forum and exhibition hosted by

- A description of the site of interest

SFAA.

PHASE 2:
Final Submission Deadline: February 17, 2014

GroundLAB will post the titles, teams, and brief
description of the selected proposals to be part of the
NO TITLES campaign by Monday December 17th,
2013 on www.NOTITLES.org. Upon acceptance
into Phase 2, entrants will draft a letter to their
proposal’s intended party (politician, diplomat,
organization, institution, or other party) describing
their team and project’s intent in order to begin a
formal conversation surrounding their proposal. Final
submission deliverables include:
- An outline of the existing law, code or policy and
how it has affected the project site
- Analysis and graphic description of the park,
building, facade, town, city, state or other site of
action and how it has been affected.
- The new or re-written law or code as it is intended
to become part of current policy, unless the team
intends for removal of such law or code.
- A full design proposal that projects a transformation
of the site due to the law or code’s revision.
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PRIZES

RULES

- Two teams will be awarded 10,000 USD to extend

1. All submissions should be sent in English. Please,

their campaign as independent public proposals.

provide translation footnotes if native language is
deemed necessary at points within the submission.

- All Phase 2 submissions will be exhibited at a

2. There is a limit of one submission a given

GroundLAB exhibition and forum with the SFAA.

organization or team may submit. Each submission

The GroundLAB Campaign Forum is a projected

must be registered separately and be accompanied

event as part of the SFAA 2014 programming. Those

by a unique Identification Number and separate

politicians and organization leaders who received

registration fee payment.

letters from Phase 2 design teams will be invited to

3. All entrants must submit their work according to

take part in the NO TITLES Forum addressing the

GroundLAB’s Format guidelines.

teams’ revised policies and spatial propositions.

4. No entrant shall receive or be entitled to receive
any payment as a result of a submission or for
granting the promoters any right here in or associated
with the competition except an award pursuant to the
rules herein.
5. Ineligible participants include any staff or
directives of GroundLAB, SFAA, any jury members
and direct employees or relatives.
6. GroundLAB has the right to publish without prior
consent all materials submitted to this competition.
7. Submissions shall not be published or made public
until a final decision by the jury is made public.
8. All teams who move on to Phase 2 will participate
in the NO TITLES Forum only if the requirements
outlined by GroundLAB are fulfilled to an acceptable
standard as determined by the competition jury.
9. By entering the Competition, any and all entrants,
and where applicable, their predecessors, successors,
assigns, heirs, officers, directors, attorneys,
agents, affiliates, parents, subsidiaries, employees,
shareholders, and any other person or entity similarly
situated, agree in full to these Rules and Brief.
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JURY

ELIGIBILITY

All decisions made by the jury are final. The jury

GroundLAB seeks entries from architects, urban

has the right to reject any and all proposals, and may

planners, landscape architects, artists, economists,

abandon or alter conditions at will to best evaluate the

sociologists, anthropologists, civic officials,

quality of proposals.

lawyers, and community activists. All teams must
be comprised of at least 2 members, and at least one

The Jury members will be as follows:

member should have a different area of expertise than

GroundLAB’s Sean Billy Kizy, Sara Lum, Nicholas

the other team members.

Sharma, Rakia Seaborn

A Storefront representative such as Executive
Director Eva Franch

QUESTIONS & ANONYMITY

A non-conventional civic leader such as Detroit’s
Emergency Manager, Kevyn Orr

Questions may be submitted at www.NOTITLES.org.

A foundation director from an organization such as

Relevant questions and answers will be addressed.

the Ford Foundation.
A social media professional such as Kickstarter CEO

Entrants must not communicate with the jury about

and co-creator, Perry Chen

the competition before the announcement of winning
entries.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Phase 1 is open to all interested teams. The 5 highest

REGISTRATION

quality submissions will be chosen to move on to

Entrants are required to stake their professional and

Phase 2. Phase 1 and Phase 2 will be evaluated based

personal reputation as their proposal will become

on different criteria.

public acts in themselves. There is no registration fee.

Phase 1
Creative Approach, Innovation, Potential Impact

Phase 2
Development, Action, Demonstrated Civic Impact
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